In the present paper, fluid mixing process in a stirred tank with a newly designed conduit-type mixer has been investigated by the flow visualization and the concentration measurement. The results of the new conduit-type mixer are compared with a conventional fin-type mixer. Although the concentration measurement indicates that the mixing time by the conduit-type mixer is slightly longer than that by the fin-type mixer, the flow visualization shows that the conduit-type mixer generates the wider circulatory flow pattern and stirs the fluid over a vast area of the tank. Consequently, it is indicated that the conduit-type mixer has an advantage to stir the fluid uniformly in space.
Introduction
Many kinds of mixers have been utilized in a variety of mixing process over a wide area. For example, in chemical, pharmaceutical, food and paint industries, a lot of kinds of mixers are adopted to distinct purposes, e.g. blending of miscible liquids, contacting of immiscible liquids, emulsification process, mixing of multiphase systems, etc. The scope of mixing operations in academic and perspective of industrial research has been reported by Paul et al. [1] , Harnby et al. [2] , Oldshue [3] , Uhl and Gray [4] , Cheremisinoff [5] . They provided the de-tailed information about the mixing operations and discussed the reasons about poor mixing. The major reasons of poor mixing are the inappropriate selection of the mixing equipment such as mixer, mixing tank, baffles, draft tube, etc. and their scale-up techniques, lack of the understanding of the mixing mechanism of the mixer etc.
For excellent mixing achievement, it is necessary to improve the mixing mechanism of the mixer to ensure the mixing quality and efficiency. The flow pattern in the mixer is important to interpret the mixing mechanism of the mixer and depends on the geometry of the mixer and tank. In order to identify the flow pattern in stirred tank, flow visualization experiment has been conducted by using tracers and detector such as color tracer and acid-base with indicator (e.g.
Rodriguez et al. [6] , Norwood and Metzner [7] , Lamberto et al. [8] ), chemical reaction such as reaction between sodium-thiosulfate and iodine (e.g. Hiraoka et al. [9] ), and particle with laser illumination (Metzner and Taylor [10] ).
The present paper investigates a newly designed rotating jet mixer (C_mix, TM by Eddy plus Corp.), which is referred as conduit-type mixer as shown in Figure 1 (a). This mixer has L-shaped channel as shown in Figure 1 (b). When the conduit-type mixer rotates, fluid is sucked at the bottom inlet and ejected from side outlet radially as a round jet due to the centrifugal force (see Figure   1 (b)). Since it is supposed that the conduit type has various advantages such as low shear stress and safety relative to the conventional fin type, this will be applied to the wide field. The objective of this paper is to inspect the flow pattern of a conduit-type mixer with 8 channels by the experimental techniques. The flow pattern of the conduit-type mixer was identified by the flow visualization with particle tracer technique. The local concentration rate was measured by using image intensity of dyed water. The results of the present conduit-type mixer were compared with a conventional fin-type mixer with 3 blades.
Experimental Equipment and Method

Visualization Experiment
The schematic diagram of the experimental setup for visualization is presented As a tracer, DIAION HP20 of diameter 250 µm (±10%) and density 1.01 g/ml was used in flow visualization. The specific gravity and loading ratio of the particle were 1.01% and 0.015% in weight, so the influence of the buoyancy and mass was negligible in the experiment.
A CMOS camera (IDT M5) with 2288 × 1728 pixels in resolution, 8 bit in depth was used for sequential image capturing. The light source is a LED (IDT, LED-8) of luminous flux 3700 lm. The image sequence was captured at 8 frame rates per second for time t = 00'00'' -5'00'' and 20 frame rates per second for other conditions.
The experiment was performed under the 120 conditions for the combination of mixer positions h, rotation rates n, and duration time t as described in Table  1 . The Reynolds number, Re for the stirred tank is defined by 
Concentration Measurement
The experimental apparatus used in concentration measurement is the same as the visualization experiment in Figure 2 . The mixer position h was 3/4H. Initial fluid was separated into two regions by means of buoyancy effect. Figure 3 presents Figure 4 (c), for each sample point, one can find a considerable deviation as much as 30% in low concentration. The error is caused by the reflection and refraction of the source light on the cylindrical surface of the tank. Although the concentration rate is hard to be evaluated with a good accuracy at low concentration rates, we can discuss the mixing process qualitatively in terms of the change of concentration rate. 
Results and Discussion
Visualization Results
The flow pattern of fin-type and conduit-type mixers have been compared in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . By observation of motion pictures, the flow direction was determined by the motion picture, then the red arrows indicate the stream schematically. According to Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b), a strong helical suction was induced by the conduit-type mixer. In this case, spiral flow was generated along a horizontal plane due to the centrifugal force. Near the tank wall, particle trajec-Journal of Flow Control, Measurement & Visualization tory was divided into upward and downward direction. Figure 6 (b), shows that particles can be reached up to the center from the corner of the tank. After the long-elapsed time, Figure 6 (c) shows a small amount of sedimentation at the bottom corner. This fact means that the agitation at the corner of the bottom of the tank by the conduit-type mixer is stronger than that in the fin-type mixer, as shown in Figure 5(c) .
Additionally, it was observed that the central vortex and the wave at the upper surface by the fin-type mixer is larger due to the suction flow from the upper surface.
A comparison of flow patterns between the fin-type and the conduit-type based on the flow visualization experiment is illustrated schematically in Figure  7 . The fin-type mixer emanates the fluid to the all radial direction. The kinetic motion of emerged fluid was dissipated in short distance. Then we can observe a couple of circulation combining with the two-sided suction, one from the upper region and another one from the lower region, thus, the fin-type mixer generates a closed loop around the mixer. On the other hand, during the rotation of mixer, the nozzles of the conduit-type mixer eject a strong radial jet due to the centrifugal force. Along the horizontal plane, the jets propagated toward the tank wall. On the tank wall, the jets was divided upward and downward along the side wall, which pushes the fluid towards the center from the corner of the tank. From the center of the tank bottom, a strong helical suction pulls the fluid into the mixer and ejects them again as a jet flow. The conduit-type mixer generates a wider and stronger circulatory flow pattern at the lower region of the mixer. Also, the circulation flow in upper region was constructed remarkably (see Figure 6 (a) again) but weaker than the fin-type mixer because the central vortex and the wave at the upper surface was weak. here, c i (t) is the concentration at time t, and t ∞ is the time reaching up to the equilibrium state, 1, 2, , 9 i =  and ε = 0.05.
Concentration Measurement
As the sampling proves, 9 equidistant points, were chosen as described in Figure 3 along the vertical line with a radial distance of D/4. Figure 8 presents the results of the concentration experiment. The x-axis represents time in seconds and y-axis concentration rate. At the initial state, the concentration at the point_5 to point_9 should be 0%, however, some data included an error.
This was caused by the reflection and refraction of the source light on the cylindrical surface of the tank as described in Section 2.2. The temporal variation of concentration at the 9 points from t = 0 to 720 s for fin-type is presented in Figure 8 (a). In this figure, the concentration rates at point_1 to point_4 are decreasing after t = 70 s and those at the point_5 to point_9 increasing at t = 60, 130, 210, 280, and 330 s, respectively. The concentration rates for the latter points reach the maximum 80%, 68%, 57%, 53% and 52% at t = 160, 220, 270, 350, and 380 s, respectively. All points reached at equi- 8(b) presents the concentration at the specific points by the conduit-type mixer. According to this figure, the concentration at point_1 to 4 is decreasing after t = 60 s and those at point_5 to 9 is increasing at a time approximately, t = 60, 180, 250, 320, and 390 s, respectively. The concentration rates at latter points reached maximum 78%, 70%, 60%, 55% and 50% at t = 180, 260, 320, 420, and 450 s, respectively. All points reach at equilibrium concentration till, t m = 480 s.
Mixing by conduit-type is slower than by fin-type. This result can be considered as follows. The fin-type mixer generates a closed loop locally near the mixer. So, the exchange rate of the fluid between the upper region and the lower region is faster near the fin-type mixer due to the two-sided suction and closed loop. On the other hand, conduit-type mixer produces a wider circulatory pattern along the tank wall and one-sided suction flow occurred only from the bottom of the tank.
Conclusion
The flow characteristics of a mixing tank with conduit-type and fin-type mixers were demonstrated by flow visualization and concentration experiment. The conduit-type mixer generates a radial jet stream from the nozzle due to the centrifugal force. This jet flow produces a spiral rotating jet in a horizontal plane. The mixing time of the conduit-type mixer is longer than that of the fin-type mixer because it requires a longer initial time to produce the wider circulatory flow pattern, which is confirmed by concentration measurement and flow visualization. However, the conduit-type mixer provides better uniform mixing than fin-type mixer.
